Time-resolved, high-resolution contrast-enhanced MR angiography of dialysis shunts using the CENTRA keyhole technique with parallel imaging.
To evaluate the use of a dynamic keyhole magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) sequence combined with sensitivity encoding (SENSE) for hemodialysis shunts, because surveillance with conventional contrast-enhanced MRA (CE-MRA) is limited by its low temporal resolution, resulting in arteriovenous overlay. A total of 12 patients with Brescia-Cimino shunts were investigated prospectively using the new technique. During the contrast passage (gadoterate, Gd-DOTA) a series of five to nine dynamic central k-space measurements (10% for upper-arm shunt, 25% for lower-arm shunt) followed by a full reference data set were acquired. The outer k-space data of the single reference scan were used to complete the dynamic data sets. All studies were diagnostic (17 stenoses, three aneurysms) without complications. The acquisition times for a single dynamic scan of the upper- and lower-arm shunts were 2.2 and 3.2 seconds, respectively, while the reference scan needed 13 and 22.4 seconds, respectively. The dynamic angiograms allowed the differentiation of arterial and venous filling despite a mean peak delay time of only 4.2 seconds in the shoulder region. Image quality qualified in consensus by two experienced readers was rated "good" in 19 cases and "intermediate" in five cases with high mean values for signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and contrast-to-noise-ratios (CNRs). We have successfully implemented a fast, dynamic, CE-MRA technique with CE timing robust angiography (CENTRA) keyhole and SENSE in clinical routine. High spatial and temporal resolution improve the diagnostics of dialysis shunts and allow the assessment of detailed, dynamic, four-dimensional (4D) information.